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Introduction 

Our moderators’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the 

examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates.  

The reports will include a general commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects 

examined in the questions and highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. 

The reports will also explain aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether 

through a lack of knowledge, poor examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable 

reason. 

Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to 

highlight, these questions have not been included in the report.  

Advance Information for Summer 2022 assessments  

To support student revision, advance information was published about the focus of exams for Summer 

2022 assessments. Advance information was available for most GCSE, AS and A Level subjects, Core 

Maths, FSMQ, and Cambridge Nationals Information Technologies. You can find more information on 

our website. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Would you prefer a Word version?  

Did you know that you can save this PDF as a Word file using Acrobat Professional?  

Simply click on File > Export to and select Microsoft Word 

(If you have opened this PDF in your browser you will need to save it first. Simply right click anywhere on 
the page and select Save as . . . to save the PDF. Then open the PDF in Acrobat Professional.) 

If you do not have access to Acrobat Professional, there are a number of free applications available that 
will also convert PDF to Word (search for PDF to Word converter). 

  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/administration/support-and-tools/subject-updates/summer-2022-advance-info-639931/
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General overview/Introduction 

The topic-based essay brings together skills which candidates have been deploying in the examined 

units and should not be seen as something totally different from other opportunities to show key 

historical understanding: 

• AO1 understanding different interpretations and using knowledge to support argument and 

judgement. The questions candidate choose should offer the chance to analyse and weigh different 

explanations. For example, about whether the Holocaust was planned from the start of the Nazi 

regime or arose because of the circumstances of war. This is also a requirement in essays on 

Papers 1 and 2. But the depth will be greater in the longer coursework essay. 

• AO2 analysing and evaluating primary evidence. This is also required in Paper 1 and the way that 

sources are evaluated is the same – by considering provenance and using knowledge. But here the 

choice of sources is up to the candidate and the evaluation is integrated into an essay. 

• AO3 analysing and evaluating secondary sources by the application of knowledge. This is an 

extension of the requirement in Paper 3 where two contrasting interpretations must be explained and 

assessed. But, again, candidates must choose their own sources and assess and, again, the 

evaluation is integrated into an essay. 

Key point call out  

Candidates should use the skills they have developed and make sure that what is expected in other 
papers is demonstrated in the topic-based essay. They must be sure to make judgement the core of the 
essays, assessing different interpretations and making clear judgements about both primary and 
secondary sources. This is not a separate ‘project’ but a chance to bring together the historical skills 
developed in the course as a whole. 

 

The different assessment objectives should be marked separately, and it should not be assumed that a 

good mark for AO1 which is testing essay skills must mean equally good marks for AO2 and AO3. There 

must be sustained supported evaluation for this to be justified and marking should look careful to see 

where and how primary and secondary sources are being evaluated. The essay should not just be 

assessed as a whole but the different elements should be considered.  

Questions should allow candidates access to all levels in the different assessment objectives. It is very 

important that candidates should understand the possible debate in their chosen question and be able to 

access appropriate source material to show their analytical and evaluative skills. Candidates should 

ensure they really understand the implications of their chosen question or have enough appropriate 

source material. 
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Candidates who did well generally did the 

following: 

Candidates who did less well generally did 

the following: 

• made sure that they answered their own 
question and that the interpretations they 
considered were relevant. The focus on the 
issue in the question was maintained 
throughout 

• analysed and evaluated a range of relevant 
primary sources which were directly related to 
the question. There was enough explanation of 
the source to make clear what it was saying 
about the issue 

• offered evaluation of primary evidence which 
used understanding of both provenance and 
knowledge to make a secure judgement 

• analysed historians’ views with appropriate 
referencing so that their interpretations were 
clear and could be assessed 

• tested historians by applying knowledge 
precisely and effectively and not merely by 
juxtaposing other views. 

• offering a clear line of argument, interim 
judgements and a coherent conclusion which 
followed from the critical analysis in the essay. 
 

• some lost sight of the question, for example, 
asking how far the US was to blame for the 
Cold War must involve a focus on the US and 
should not be a general survey of causes of 
the Cold War 

• they did not offer clear judgements about their 
chosen primary sources or merely used 
untested primary evidence to support 
arguments or to convey information 

• they did not include sufficient relevant primary 
evidence and relied on simple comments on 
provenance (‘Himmler was a leading Nazi so 
his view is reliable.’; This is a newspaper so it 
will be telling the truth’) 

• relied on short quotes rather than explaining 
both primary and secondary sources and 
used references or short extracts to establish 
facts, not to explain interpretations. (As K. 
Feiling says, Chamberlain visited Hitler twice 
in 1938.’) 

• offered contradictory judgements and did not 
bring together the main thrust of the essay in 
a coherent conclusion. 
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Most common causes of centres not passing 

• candidates offering responses which were descriptive with limited sustained consideration of different 
views 

• writing irrelevant material or relying on unsupported assertions and generalisations 

• not including much primary evidence of an appropriate kind 

• relying on general interpretations or views without considering named historians 

• giving short and undeveloped essays which showed limited evidence of key historical skills. 

Common misconceptions 

That this is a researched project on a topic rather than a response to a specific question. 

That the use and assessment of sources can be implicit without specific reference to both types of 

evidence, properly referenced. 

That knowledge as such will be rewarded independent of its deployment in argument or its use in 

assessing evidence. 

That primary evidence should mainly be used to support arguments or to test historians without being 

specifically evaluated. 

That topics covered at GCSE will automatically be a good basis or more advanced work. 

 

Avoiding potential malpractice 

Making sure that work is truly independent and that if the same question is chosen by more than one 

candidate that the evidence of their research shows that it has been tackled independently. 

Avoiding candidate reliance on teacher input so that similar points are made, and similar sources used 

by groups of candidates. 

A research log is a valuable tool by which candidates record progress and can demonstrate their 

individual engagement with a topic. This is not an OCR requirement but might be considered as good 

practice. 

 

Helpful resources 

Guide to marking video, and accompanying tips document, including an annotated script. 

  

The official Y100 guide is also in the Assessment section of the History pages of our website. 

  

More generally 

Examiners’ reports, and exemplar scripts with commentaries in the Assessment section of the History 
pages of our website (material from more recent series requires an Interchange login). 

 

Coursework Workbook History Unit Y100 Nicholas Fellows and Mike Wells Hodder 2018 

 

  

https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/history-a-h105-h505-from-2015/assessment/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/Images/297815-unit-y100-guide.pdf
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/history-a-h105-h505-from-2015/assessment/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/as-and-a-level/history-a-h105-h505-from-2015/assessment/
https://www.hoddereducation.co.uk/subjects/history/products/16-18/ocr-a-level-history-coursework-workbook-unit-y100
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Additional comments 

Centres marking Y100 are recommended to start with AO1 and establish an appropriate level and then 

move to consider AO2 and AO3 and judging whether the evaluation is ‘excellent, very good, good or 

whether there is just some evaluation or whether it is limit or even whether there is none. Annotating in 

terms of the assessment objective mark scheme is helpful to ensure realistic assessment. 

 



If any of your students’ results are not as expected, you may wish  
to consider one of our post-results services. For full information 
about the options available visit the OCR website. 

We send a weekly roundup to tell you about important updates.  
You can also sign up for your subject specific updates.  
If you haven’t already, sign up here.

Attend one of our popular CPD courses to hear directly from a senior 
assessor or drop in to a Q&A session. Most of our courses are delivered 
live via an online platform, so you can attend from any location.

Please find details for all our courses on the relevant subject page  
on our website or visit OCR professional development.

ExamBuilder is the question builder platform for a range of our 
GCSE, A Level, Cambridge Nationals and Cambridge Technicals 
qualifications. Find out more.

ExamBuilder is free for all OCR centres with an Interchange 
account and gives you unlimited users per centre. We need an 
Interchange username to validate the identity of your centre's first 
user account for ExamBuilder.

If you do not have an Interchange account please contact your centre 
administrator (usually the Exams Officer) to request a username, or 
nominate an existing Interchange user in your department.

Review students' exam performance with our free online results 
analysis tool. It is available for all GCSEs, AS and A Levels and 
Cambridge Nationals. 

It allows you to:

• review and run analysis reports on exam performance 

• analyse results at question and/or topic level

• compare your centre with OCR national averages 

• identify trends across the centre 

• facilitate effective planning and delivery of courses 

• identify areas of the curriculum where students excel or struggle 

• help pinpoint strengths and weaknesses of students and teaching 
departments.

Find out more.

Post-results 
services

Keep up-to-date

OCR  
Professional 
Development

Signed up  
for ExamBuilder?

Supporting you

Active Results

http://ocr.org.uk/administration/stage-5-post-results-services/enquiries-about-results/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/email-updates/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/
https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/professional-development/
https://ocr.org.uk/qualifications/past-paper-finder/exambuilder/
https://interchange.ocr.org.uk/
http://ocr.org.uk/activeresults


Need to get in touch?

If you ever have any questions about OCR 
qualifications or services (including administration, 
logistics and teaching) please feel free to get in touch 
with our customer support centre. 

Call us on 
01223 553998

Alternatively, you can email us on
support@ocr.org.uk

For more information visit
 ocr.org.uk/qualifications/resource-finder

 ocr.org.uk
 /ocrexams
 /ocrexams
 /company/ocr
 /ocrexams

We really value your feedback

Click to send us an autogenerated email about  
this resource. Add comments if you want to.  
Let us know how we can improve this resource or 
what else you need. Your email address will not be 
used or shared for any marketing purposes. 

          

OCR is part of Cambridge University Press & Assessment, a department of the University of Cambridge. 

For staff training purposes and as part of our quality assurance programme your call may be recorded or monitored. © OCR 2022 Oxford Cambridge and 
RSA Examinations is a Company Limited by Guarantee. Registered in England. Registered office The Triangle Building, Shaftesbury Road, Cambridge, CB2 8EA.  
Registered company number 3484466. OCR is an exempt charity.

OCR operates academic and vocational qualifications regulated by Ofqual, Qualifications Wales and CCEA as listed in their qualifications registers including A Levels, 
GCSEs, Cambridge Technicals and Cambridge Nationals.

OCR provides resources to help you deliver our qualifications. These resources do not represent any particular teaching method we expect you to use. We update 
our resources regularly and aim to make sure content is accurate but please check the OCR website so that you have the most up to date version. OCR cannot be 
held responsible for any errors or omissions in these resources.

Though we make every effort to check our resources, there may be contradictions between published support and the specification, so it is important that you 
always use information in the latest specification. We indicate any specification changes within the document itself, change the version number and provide a 
summary of the changes. If you do notice a discrepancy between the specification and a resource, please contact us.

You can copy and distribute this resource freely if you keep the OCR logo and this small print intact and you acknowledge OCR as the originator of the resource.

OCR acknowledges the use of the following content: N/A

Whether you already offer OCR qualifications, are new to OCR or are thinking about switching, you can request more information using our Expression of Interest form.

Please get in touch if you want to discuss the accessibility of resources we offer to support you in delivering our qualifications. 
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I dislike this

Please note – web links are correct at date 
of publication but other websites may 
change over time. If you have any problems 
with a link you may want to navigate to that 
organisation’s website for a direct search.

https://www.ocr.org.uk/qualifications/resource-finder/
https://www.ocr.org.uk
https://www.facebook.com/ocrexams
https://twitter.com/ocrexams
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https://youtube.com/ocrexams
mailto:resources.feedback%40ocr.org.uk?subject=
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